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Hamilton® by MiracleCorp Honored With 2018 Editor’s Choice Awards from Pet 
Product New 

- Recognized for their Fashion Overlay Collars, Hamilton by MiracleCorp received recognition from top pet publication –  
 

 
 
(Dayton, OH) – Hamilton® by MiracleCorp is excited to announce their fashion overlay collars are a winner of the 2018 
Editor’s Choice Awards by Pet Product News, a well-respected publication in the pet industry. While there were many 
submissions for the dog category, Hamilton’s 2018 fashion overlay collars stood out among other products.  
 
“We are thrilled to receive this honor especially because these prints just debuted this past spring,” said  
Lori Fouts, Vice President of Sales Management for MiracleCorp. “We wanted to incorporate trendy and classic prints that 
would allow pet owners to feel their pet had a unique product and this award shows our success and inspires us to create 
more prints.” 
 
New patterns of the Ribbon Overlay Fashion Nylon Collars and Leashes are revealed every year and have been a great 
addition to the Hamilton® brand of collars and leashes. They are made with 100% premium custom nylon with jacquard 
ribbon overlay. From the soft, abstract watercolor print of our Botanical, to the bold and sharp geometric designs of our 
Southwest and Athleisure patterns, the 2018 Fashion collection has something for every dog fashionista. Our team of 
designers developed these patterns by carefully analyzing emerging and continuing trends in all areas of the fashion, 
interior design, and lifestyle markets. 
 
For more information on Hamilton® and their products, or for hi-res images or media samples, please contact Liz Thomas at 
liz@theimpetusagency.com . 
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About MiracleCorp  
MiracleCorp is the proud provider of thousands of innovative, premium products for animals, including health and beauty aids, grooming tools, collars 
and leashes, halters and leads, safety and agility flooring, food and functional treats and other original products. The Stewart® brand product line 
includes Pro-Treat® and Pro-Treat Plus™, Fiber Formula®, Flavor Enhancer®, Raw Naturals® and Raw Science®. Other MiracleCorp brands 
include Hamilton® and Miracle Care™, including Kwik Stop®, R-7®, Miracle Coat® and QuickFinder®. For more information on MiracleCorp and its 
wholly owned subsidiaries, visit www.miraclecorp.com. 


